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Abstract. As real-time systems continue to grow, performance evaluation plays a critical role in the design of 
these systems since the computation time, the service time, and the responsive actions must satisfy the time 
constraints. One of these systems is the real-time distributed multimedia-on-demand (MOD) service system. 
The MOD system usually fails when it misses a task deadline. The main units of the MOD system usually 
communicate with each other and work concurrently under timing constraints. The MOD system is designed to 
store, retrieve, schedule, synchronize, and communicate objects comprised of mixed data types including 
images, text, video, and audio, in real-time. In the MOD system, such data types represent the main concept of 
movie files. Modeling of such concurrency, communication, timing, and multimedia service (e.g. store, 
retrieve) is essential for evaluating the real-time MOD system. To illustrate how to model and analyze the 
important multimedia aspects of the MOD system, we use the Real-net (R-net) modeling technique. We choose 
R-net as an extension of Time Petri Net due to its ability to specify hard real-time process interaction, represent 
the synchronization of multimedia entities, describe concurrent multimedia activities, and illustrate the inter-
process timing relationships as required for multimedia presentation. Based on modular techniques, we build 
three R-net performance models for describing the dynamic behavior of the MOD service system. The first 
model adopts the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) disk scheduling algorithm. The other models adopt the Scan-
EDF algorithm. These algorithms help us to illustrate how the real-time user requests can be satisfied within 
the specified deadline times. Since R-nets are amenable to analysis including Markov process modeling, the 
interesting performance measures of the MOD service system such as the quality of service, the request 
response time, the disk scheduling algorithm time, and the actual retrieval time can be easily computed. In the 
performance analysis of the MOD models, we use our R-NET package. 
 
Keywords: Distributed multimedia systems; Disk scheduling algorithms; Time Petri nets; Performance 
models; Markov chain; and Performance analysis. 
 
 

1.  Introduction 
 

Multimedia information systems are useful in areas such as education, medicine, 
entertainment, and space research [1,2]. One of the most visible applications of 
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multimedia information systems is the distributed multimedia-on-demand (MOD) 
service system. This distributed MOD system describes how to organize, store hundreds 
or thousands of movie files (i.e. text, images, audio, and video data) over multiple disks 
and allow tens of thousands of viewers (i.e. users) to concurrently access (e.g. retrieve) 
these movie files. The distributed MOD service system gives the user greater flexibility 
in choosing which movie to watch from a varied daily menu. Users can also decide when 
they want to see the movie they have chosen. Although these services provide flexibility, 
speed and a high level of efficiency, they require new support technology and 
considerable effort needs to be made to improve the quality of service provided by the 
existing systems. The storage of movies in the distributed MOD service system imposes 
three requirements: storage, management, and concurrent access requirements. The 
storage requirement is defined as the disk array architecture that needs to be occupied by 
hundreds or thousands of movies in digital format. The management requirement is 
defined as the large amount of data movie files to be managed, tens or hundreds of disks 
are available on-line to the user. The concurrent access requirement is defined as the 
large number of concurrent accesses that must be achieved to serve thousands of users at 
the same time. 
 

Most recent research works have focused on the investigation of the following 
interesting multimedia subjects: (i) the design of several configurations to obtain an 
efficient and reliable multimedia storage system [3,4], (ii) the study of various 
approaches that are required  to manage the traffic of real-time user requests to the 
storage disks [5], and (iii) the analysis of various techniques that are proposed to 
efficiently store and retrieve large multimedia data on/from the storage devices 
[1,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]. These works have concentrated on constructing simulation and 
theoretical models for the architectures of storage part of multimedia systems to study 
and analyze the various problems of the available multimedia systems. Such problems 
are the disk load balancing problem [13], the buffer management problem [14], the 
reliability problem of large disk arrays [3, 4], and the problem of disk scheduling 
algorithms [6,9,10,14,15,16]. Also, the augmented transition network technique [17] has 
been used to model the semantic aspects of a multimedia presentation, browsing, and 
database searching. 
 
1.1 Related work 

Petri nets (PNs) are a graphical and mathematical modeling tool applicable to 
many systems. As a graphical tool, it provides a natural way to represent complex logical 
interactions among parts or activities in information processing systems that are 
characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeterministic, 
real-time, and/or stochastic. Tokens are used in these nets to simulate the dynamic and 
concurrent activities of systems. As a mathematical tool, it is possible to set up state 
equations, algebraic equations, and other mathematical models governing the behavior of 
systems. PNs can be used by both practitioners and theoreticians. Thus, they provide a 
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powerful medium of communication between them: practitioners can learn from 
theoreticians how to make their models more methodical, and theoreticians can learn 
from practitioners how to make their models realistic [18]. 

 
To provide a good means for describing temporal aspects, various timed 

extensions of PNs have been proposed by attaching timing constraints to transitions, 
places, and/or arcs. For the purpose of performance evaluation, stochastic Petri nets 
(SPNs) [19], generalized SPNs (GSPNs) [20], and stochastic well-formed nets [21] 
associate exponentially distributed firing delays to the transitions of the original PN 
model. These stochastic nets can be used for modeling the parallel and distributed 
systems.  In contrast to stochastic nets, Time Petri nets (TPNs) [22] extend the original 
PNs by assigning constant delays to their transitions. In [22], TPNs have been used for 
analyzing the recoverability of communication protocols. In [23], Timed PNs have been 
used to model multimedia processing synchronization scenarios. Time constraint PNs 
(TCPNs) [24] extend the original PNs by assigning static time intervals with constraints 
to transitions or places of the net. TCPNs are suitable for systems with conflict 
structures.  
 

In [25], Hierarchical Time Stream Petri nets (HTSPNs) have been used for the 
specification of temporal (i.e., multimedia) and logical (i.e., hypertext) synchronization 
within hypermedia distributed and weakly synchronous systems. In HTSPNs, the 
temporal non-determinism is expressed using timed arcs. In [26], Extended Object 
Composition PN (XOCPN) combines the logic of temporal intervals and TPNs. XOCPN 
is a network model and a good data structure for controlling the synchronization of 
multimedia presentation. XOCPN can serve as a visualization structure for users to 
understand the presentation sequence of media streams. XOCPN faces two problems 
when replaying objects in distributed multimedia systems [27]:  (1) It lacks method to 
describe the details of synchronization across distributed platforms. (2) It does not deal 
with the schedule change caused by user interactions in interactive multimedia systems.  
 
 In [28], we have developed a new methodology to facilitate the analysis of real-
time systems using Real-nets (R-nets). R-nets extend TPNs [22] by distributing 
probability density functions (pdfs) with uniform distributions over the time intervals 
associated with the transitions of the net. These pdfs are used to determine (dynamically) 
the state transition probability of branching from the current state to the possible next 
states. The structure of the R-net contains multiple tokens, multiple arcs, inhibitor arcs 
and two types of transitions: real-time transitions and zero-time transitions. R-net is a 
powerful technique for studying and analyzing the specification, verification, and 
temporal behavior of real-time distributed systems [28]. By R-net is a powerful 
technique we mean that the ability of the R-net formalism to represent classes of 
problems as well as the practical ability to represent a given behavior in a simpler, more 
compact or more natural way. Recently, the delay TPNs (DTPNs) have been developed 
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in [29]. DTPNs extend TPNs by assigning static delay intervals to the transitions and 
arcs of the net. Also, it uses reduction rules to analysis the real-time systems.  The DTPN 
technique is close to our R-net technique.  
 
1.2. Contributions of this research work 

This paper addresses the following important problems. 
1. How to develop specification MOD models for describing the storage and 

retrieval processes of time-dependent multimedia data. 
2. How to model the parallel (or the sequential) retrieval processes of multimedia 

data from multiple disks (or a single disk).  
3. How to model the real-time communication processes between the users and 

MOD architecture. 
4. How to adopt the disk scheduling algorithms in the R-net MOD models for 

describing the real-time scheduling processes of the concurrent user requests. 
5. How to accurately model the dynamic behavior of the MOD architecture to 

derive the important multimedia performance measures such as the quality of 
service, the request response time, the disk scheduling algorithm time, and the 
actual retrieval time.  

6. How to study and analyze the performance results of the R-net MOD models. 
Such studies can be used in designing an efficient multimedia system. 

 
1.3. Organization of the remainder of the paper 

In Section 2, we illustrate how the R-net modeling technique can be used to 
obtain a realistic and accurate description for real-time distributed systems. In Section 3, 
we describe the basic structure of the distributed MOD system.  In Section 4, we explain 
how the R-net technique can be used to construct Petri net models for the MOD system. 
We illustrate this explanation throughout two simple R-net MOD models. The first 
model adopts the EDF algorithm. The second model adopts the Scan-EDF algorithm. 
These models describe accurately the dynamic behavior of the MOD system when it 
receives concurrent user requests. In Section 5, we explain the construction process of 
building a realistic R-net MOD model. Performance measures of the R-net models of the 
MOD system are calculated and evaluated in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes the 
conclusions of our work. 
 
 

2.  R-Net Modeling Technique 
 

R-net modeling technique is one of the best suitable methodologies for studying 
the performance evaluation of real-time concurrent systems and distributed systems [28]. 
Distributing the probability density functions (pdfs) of uniform distribution over the 
firing intervals associated with the concurrent transitions and competitive transitions of 
the net can perform this study. These pdfs are used to determine (dynamically based on 
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the overlapped intervals shown in the current state) the probabilities of branching to 
possible next state(s). By this way, the reachability graph obtained from the developed 
model can be interpreted as a Markov process. 
 
Definition 1. A Petri net (PN) is a tuple (P,T, A, M0, W, H), where P = {p1, p2, …, pm} is 
a finite set of places, T={ t1, t2, …, tn} is a finite set of transitions, A  (P T)  (T P) is 
a finite set of arcs between places and transitions, W: A {1, 2, 3, …} is the arc weight 
function, H  (P T),  A ∩ H= Ø is an inhibition function, and M0: P N is the initial 
marking function, where N is the set of natural numbers. 
 
Definition 2.  An R-net is a tuple (PN, , ), where  
PN: is a marked PN, called the corresponding untimed net; 

: T  (Q+  0) (Q+  )  is the interval function that defines the permitted transition 
firing times,  where Q+  is the set of positive rational numbers, and 
          i = {[ imin

, imax
] |   ti  T}  with  0 ≤ imin

 ≤ imax
; 

: T  F+ is the pdf that can be distributed over the firing interval of each transition,  
     where F+   is the set of non-negative real numbers: 

   F+(ti) =1              if  ti   is only an enabled (firable) transition; 
   0< F+(ti) <1   if ti is an element of concurrent (parallel activities) or 

conflicting  (conflicting events) transitions. 
 
From Definition 2, we should remark the following points.  

 imin
 denotes the minimal time that must elapse from the time that all the input 

conditions of transition ti  T are enabled. imax
 denotes the maximum time that the 

input conditions can be enabled and the transition ti  T must fire. Thus, in such 
nets, the firing of transition ti  T takes no time, but a transition ti  T must be 
enabled for a minimum time imin

 and possibly up to a maximum time imax
. 

 R-net adopts two types of transitions: real-time transitions (RTT) and zero-time 
transitions (ZTT). 

 
Definition 3.  (Execution rule of RTT) Each ti  RTT has a time interval [ imin

, imax
]. 

The transition ti  RTT is enabled as soon as its input places are marked, but firing of 
transition ti  RTT could only take place within a specified time interval . This interval 
is measured from the time epoch that a transition ti  RTT is enabled. When the input 
conditions of transition ti  RTT hold for a period equal to imin

 ( imax
), the transition ti  

RTT can (must) fire. 
 
Definition 4. (Execution rule of ZTT) Each ti  ZTT has a time interval [0, 0]. When the 
transition ti  ZTT is enabled in a particular state, it fires immediately with probability 
one and cannot remain enabled for any duration of time. This concept means that the 
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transition ti  ZTT takes zero time to fire. Therefore, ti  ZTT has priority over ti  RTT. 
Thus, when several RTT and one ti  ZTT are enabled in a particular state, the only a 
transition ti ZTT fires with probability one.   
 
Definition 5. The probability density function fI( I) of a uniformly distributed random 
variable I  on the time interval [ min , max ] of a transition tI RTT can be formulated as 
follows.  
 

fI ( I) = 1 / [( I)max - ( I)min]  if  ( I)min ≤ I ≤ ( I)max 
 
Definition 6. The cumulative distribution function FI( I) of the uniformly distributed 
random variable I can be formulated as follows. 
 

Prob[( I)min ≤ I ≤ x] = Prob( I ≤ x) = FI(x) = ∫
I   

fI ( I) d I  = (x - ( I)min) / [( I)max - 
( I)min] 

 
Theorem 1. (Firing transition probability method) When a particular state Si contains 
two enabled transitions (tI and tJ) and their time intervals (a ≤ I ≤ b and c ≤ J ≤ d) are 
overlapped, then either one can fire with the following probability. 

Prob(tI) = ∫
I   

fI ( I) [1- FJ(x)]  dx 
Prob(tJ) = ∫

J   fJ ( J) [1- FI(x)]  dx  
 
Definition 7. (Generalized firing transition probability method) Based on Theorem 1, 
the general formal expression for calculating the firing probability of each fireable 
transition indicated in the state Si is illustrated as follows. 
For I = 1 to n 

Prob(tI) = [Σ 1 ≤ u ≤ k   ∫ Iu   fI (x ) (П1 ≤ v ≤ n,  v≠I   [1- Fv(x)])  dx]cond. 
 
cond. :  If  the time interval of tI is overlapped with the time interval of tv 

 
Then Fv(x) = [x- ( v)min ] /  [( v)max  ( v)min ] 

fI (x ) = 1 / [( I)max  ( I)min ] 
 
Else   Fv(x) = zero                                                  

fI (x ) = 1 / [( I)max  ( I)min ] 
 
where n:  is the number of concurrent or conflicting overlapped transitions. 

 k: is the number of sub-intervals in the time interval of the transition I that 
overlapped with the time intervals of the other transitions. In the next section, 
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we use some examples to illustrate the mechanism of handling the overlapped 
intervals. 

 
Definition 8.  A state S of the R-net can be defined as a tuple (M, NI, RI, FS, SJ), where 
M is the marking function, NI is the new firing interval function, RI is the remaining 
firing interval function, FS is the actual firing transition function, and SJ is the sojourn 
time function. 
 
Definition 9. Let us consider that the overlapped interval set n (( min)n ≤ n ≤ ( max)n ) 
shown in a state Si is associated with the enabled transition set αn. Then, the sojourn time 
SJ for n enabled transitions can be defined as follows.  
 

SJ of αn in the state Si = [( min)min of αn, ( max)min of αn] 
 
Definition 10. Each enabled transition tI  αn (I = 1, 2, …,n) fires from a state Si must 
take the following time interval .  
      

min of  tI ≤    ≤ ( max)min of αn 
 
Definition 11. By reaching to a state Sj from a state Si, the RIj function computes the 
remaining time intervals (say, n-1) for all other transitions (say, αn-1) that still continue 
their firing in the state Sj, as follows. 
 

n-1  of  αn-1 =[ max (0,  (( min)n-1   max),  (( max)n-1   min)  )] 
 
 
2.1. R-nets examples 

In this section, we develop two R-net models to illustrate the solution steps and 
the verification processes of the R-net technique. 
 
2.1.1. Example 1 

In this example, we illustrate the modeling mechanism of the R-net technique as 
shown in Fig. 1a. Then, we illustrate the calculation processes of the Markov chain 
derived from the developed model under the R-net firing rules as shown in Fig. 1b. In 
Fig. 1, we should remark the following interesting points. 
 The state configuration of the R-net sub-model of Fig. 1a is shown in Fig. 1b as 

follows. 
S1:   S2:   S3:   S4: 
M1: p1, p2  M2: p2, p3  M3: p2, p4  M4: p1, p5 
NI1: 2≤ 1≤5  NI2: 1≤ 4≤3  NI3: 2≤ 5≤5  NI4: 3≤ 6≤4 
      : 3≤ 2≤6  
      : 4≤ 3≤8 
RI1: 0   RI2: 0≤ 3≤6  RI3: 0≤ 3≤5  RI4: 0≤ 1≤1 
               : 0≤ 2≤2 
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FS1: (t1,  t2) // t3 FS2: t3 // t4  FS3: t3 // t5  FS4: t1,  t2  
SJ1: [2,5]  SJ2: [0,3]  SJ3: [0,5]  SJ4: [0,1] 
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Fig. 1. An illustration of solution steps of the R-net modeling technique. 

 
 
 In the function FSi, the mark // denotes concurrency behavior and the mark  denotes 

conflicting behavior. 
 In Fig. 1b, the transition probabilities from a state S1 to states S2, S3 and S4 are 

calculated based on both Theorem-1 and the overlapped intervals associated with a state 
S1 as follows. 
 
Prob(t1) = Σ 1 ≤ u ≤ 3    ∫ 1u  f1 (x)  (П1 ≤ v ≤ 3,  v≠I    [1-Fv(x)]) dx  
              

= ∫
11 f1 (x) dx + ∫

12 f1 (x) [1-F2(x)] dx + ∫
13  f1 (x) [1-F2(x)] [1-F3(x)] dx 

 
 where a ≤ 11 ≤ c,  c ≤ 12 ≤ e,  e ≤ 13 ≤ b 

 
Prob(t2) = Σ 1 ≤ u ≤ 2    ∫ 2u  f2(x)  (П1 ≤ v ≤ 3,  v≠I    [1-Fv(x)]) dx  
              

= ∫
21 f2 (x) [1-F1(x)] dx + ∫

22 f2 (x) [1-F1(x)] [1-F3(x)] dx 
 

 where c ≤ 21 ≤ e,  e ≤ 22 ≤ b   
 
Prob(t3) = Σ 1 ≤ u ≤ 1    ∫ 3u  f3(x)  (П1 ≤ v ≤ 3,  v≠I    [1-Fv(x)]) dx  
              

= ∫
31 

f3 (x) [1-F1(x)] [1-F2(x)] dx 
 

 where e ≤ 31 ≤ b  
 
In these equations, we should remark the following.  
  f1(t) = 1   (b - a),     F1(t) = (t - a)   (b - a),           f2(t) =1   (d - c),  
  F2(t) = (t - c)   (d - c),        f3(t) = 1   (f - e), and            F3(t) = (t - e)   (f - e). 
 
 In Fig. 1c, we illustrate the calculation of the transition probabilities of the other states 

that are shown in Fig. 1b. 
 
2.1.2. Example 2 

In Fig. 2a, we describe a complete R-net model with its time intervals. The 
structure of this model incorporates the parallel, sequential, conflict, and synchronous 
events that can occur in the real-time computer systems. The R-net technique is able to 
model such events as follows. Transitions t1 and t2 model the conflict (decision, choice) 
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event. Transitions t3 and t4 model the concurrent (parallel) event. Transition t5 models the 
synchronization event. In Fig. 2b, we describe the complete Markov chain of the model 
shown in Fig. 2a. This description is like that of Figs. 1b and 1c. To verify from the 
correctness of the developed R-net model, the following conditions must be satisfied in 
its Markov processes. 
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Fig. 2. An illustration of solution steps and verification processes of the R-net model shown in Fig. 2a. 
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1. An R-net model is said to be k-bounded if the number of tokens in each place 

does not exceed a finite number k for any marking Mi reachable from the initial 
marking M0. 

2. An R-net model is said to be live (guarantees deadlock-free operation) if every 
transition in the model is fire. 

3. An R-net model is said to be reversible if, for each marking Mi in the Markov 
process of this model, M0 is reachable from Mi. Thus, in a reversible net one can 
always get back to the initial state M0. 

4. An R-net model is said to be persistent if, for any two enabled transitions (ti, tj) 
the firing of one transition (ti) will not disable the other (tj). A transition in a 
persistent net, once it is enabled, will stay enabled until it fires. Persistency is 
closely related to conflict-free nets. 

 
In Fig. 2b, all these conditions are satisfied. It is interesting to note that the 

solving steps, firing rules, and verification processes of the R-net technique have been 
automated through our R-NET package [28]. 
 
2.2. Solution technique for R-nets 

Since the R-net comprises the ZTT and RTT transitions, the states of this net can 
be classified into the flash and exact states, respectively. The behavior of the reachability 
set of R-net model is recognized as Embedded Markov Chain (EMC) [28]. Thus, the 
EMC comprises both flash and exact states. Each flash state (i.e. time interval [0, 0]) in 
the EMC can be eliminated (because it represents the logical behavior of the modeled 
system) as follows. Since the probability of firing the transition ti  ZTT from the flash 
state is one, the state-transition probability from the flash state to its next state is also 
one. Thus, we can simply remove the flash state by directly connecting its preceding 
state to its next state. After removing the flash state from the EMC, we call it a reduced 
EMC (REMC). A REMC comprises only “exact” states. 
 

The stationary embedded probabilities X(S) of the REMC can be obtained from 
the state-transition probabilities Q(Si, Sj) by solving a system of simultaneous linear 
equations. 

 
  1  j N  Q(Si, Sj)  X(Sj) = X(Si),   i = 1,2,…,N   

1  i N  X(Si) = 1                   (1) 
 
where N denotes the number of “exact” states in the REMC. Let ASJi be the average 
sojourn time in a state Si for αn transitions. ASJi can be calculated as follows.  

 
  ASJi = ([( min)min + ( max)min] of αn)  2                                        (2) 
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The steady state probabilities of the REMC ( 1, 2, …, N) are calculated as follows. 
 
  i = (Si) = (X(Si)  ASJ(Si))   1  j N X(SJ)       (3) 
 

From these steady probabilities, one can compute several generic performance 
measures [28]. The calculation processes of the steady state probabilities of the derived 
Markov chain from the developed R-net model have been automated through our R-NET 
package [28].  
 
 

3.  Mod Architecture 
 

Several architectures and configurations for efficient storage, reliable storage, and 
delivery of multimedia data have been proposed and utilized such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, 
MPEG-4, H.261, Berkeley, INDEO, Oracle media system, Microsoft tiger multimedia 
file system, Hong Kong telecom interactive multimedia service system 
[1,2,5,8,9,10,14,30]. The main objective of our work is to develop a modeling technique 
has the capability of modeling, analyzing, and studying such architectures in an easy 
way. Therefore, we have adopted the basic multimedia aspects of such architectures in 
the distributed MOD service system shown in Fig. 3. The distributed MOD system 
consists of: (i) a central multimedia server, (ii) a wide area network, (iii) a group of 
Local Multimedia Servers (LMS: LMS1, LMS2,…, LMSn), and (v) a group of User 
Display Equipment (UDE: UDE1, UDE2, …, UDEm). Each LMSi LMS is connected 
through an ATM interconnection network to its own group of UDE. Thus, the MOD 
system illustrates the main features of the available multimedia systems [2,8,10,12,30]. 
A brief description of the MOD components is given below. 
 
3.1. User display equipment (UDE) 

The UDE is a group of intelligent display units. Each UDEj UDE can be 
represented as a computer has the capability of sending / receiving multimedia user 
request(s) to/from the LMSi LMS.  
 
3.2. Central multimedia server (CMS) 

The CMS consists of a main server, a network controller, and hundreds of 
gigabyte disks. These disks are used as an archive containing all the original movie files 
that can be requested by the users. The CMS uses a high-speed network (e.g. ATM 
switching technology [5,12,30]) to send copies of these movie files to each LMSi LMS.  
 
3.3. Local multimedia servers (LMSs) 

Each LMSi LMS is a system which comprises a main server, a network 
controller, a high-speed network, a group of disk servers (DS: DS1, DS2, …, DSn), a 
group of buffers (BF: BF1, BF2, …, BFn), and a group of storage disk arrays 
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[6,8,10,11,12,13]. Each storage disk array (SDA: SD1, SD2, …, SDk) has the capability 
of storing a subset of the total set of movie files. Each disk server DSx DS has a local 
storage disk SDk SDA and a local buffer BFi BF. The network controller of LMSi 

LMS is responsible for receiving the incoming multimedia user requests from the 
UDEj UDE and sending them to its main server. The main server has the capability of 
controlling and accessing any disk server DSx  DS through a high-speed network. By 
this way, the various storage disks of LMS are managed separately, from both the logical 
and physical point of view.   
 
3.3.1. Storing process of the movie files 

The transfer of movie files from the CMS to each disk array in the LMSi LMS is 
performed based on off-line approach [31] as follows. The network controller of each 
LMSi LMS receives some of popular movie files from the CMS. The network 
controller, then, forwards these movie files to its main server. The main server splits and 
distributes the received popular movie files among all storage disks in its disk array. In 
each LMSi LMS, the main server splits each data file to be stored into macro blocks of 
a pre-established size, called streams. In turn, streams are split into blocks called 
segments, which are distributed over the various storage disks of LMSi LMS. By this 
way, the main server has the capability of reading these segments concurrently from 
each storage disk SDk SDA in the disk array of LMSi LMS. This parallel 
retrievability aspect represents the important advantage of storing each movie file as 
segments over the disk array. According to this storing aspect, the main server of LMSi 

LMS serves the user request by retrieving the segments of the desired movie file and 
reassembling the data segments into contiguous blocks or streams to satisfy the 
multimedia request. 
 
3.3.2. Serving process of the user request 

To know the allocation places of storing the segments of each movie file over the 
various storage disks of the desired array, the main server of each LMSi LMS 
constructs an allocation map for each stored movie file into its disk array. Once the main 
server of LMSi LMS receives the multimedia requests from its network controller, it 
starts to serve these requests as follows. It downloads the desired allocation map of each 
target movie file to all its disk servers. Then, the main server uses the allocation map to 
schedule the deadline times of the requested movie files (TRM). Subsequently, the main 
server executes the accepted user requests. This schedule process can be done by using 
one of the available disk scheduling algorithms [9,11,14-16]. For example, the Earliest 
Deadline First (EDF) algorithm and the Scan-EDF algorithm. Such algorithms avoid 
starvation of service to requests. In fact, the main aim of disk scheduling algorithms is to 
manage multimedia traffic and allow performance improvements (i.e. maximize 
throughput) by meeting all the deadline times of the user requests. 
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    The following equation illustrates the different parameters that effect on the deadline 
times of the requested movie file j (TRMj).  
 
                                      TRMj = TRS + TSB + TAS + TSS      (4) 
where 
TRMj: is the deadline time of the requested movie file j. The user has to receive his 

requested movie file j before the TRMj time. 
 
TRS: is the deadline time of retrieving the desired segments. It denotes the times 

estimated by the disk servers (DS) of LMSi  LMS to retrieve all the segments 
of the desired movie file from their disk array (SDA). By using parallel retrieving 
approach, TRS = max {TRS1, TRS2, …, TRSn}. The parameter n represents the 
number of the desired segments. From this equation, the disk server DSj DS of 
LMSi LMS spends TRSn TRS time to retrieve a segment-n from its storage 
disk SDk SDA. 

 
TSB: is the deadline time of storing the desired segments into buffers. It denotes the time 

estimated by the disk servers (DS) of LMSi  LMS to store the retrieved n-
segments of the desired movie file into their local buffers. By using parallel 
storing approach, TSB = max {TSB1, TSB2, …, TSBn}. The parameter n 
represents the number of the desired segments. From this equation, the disk server 
DSj DS of LMSi LMS spends TSBn TSB time to store a retrieved segment-n 
into its local buffer.  

 
TAS: is the deadline time of reassembling the desired segments. It denotes the time 

estimated by the main server of LMSi LMS to reassemble all the retrieved 
segments of the desired user request into composed streams. By using parallel 
reassembling (RSS) approach, TAS = max {RSS-stream-1, RSS-stream-2, …, 
RSS-stream-m}. The parameter m represents the number of the desired streams. 
These streams are constituted from the composed segments of the requested 
movie file.   

 
TSS: is the deadline time of sending the desired streams. It denotes the time estimated by 

the main server of LMSi LMS to send all streams to the requested user through 
its network controller. Sending processes of streams can be done by using pipeline 
approach as follows: TSS=max {send-stream-1, send-stream-2, …, send-stream-m}. 

 
As a conclusion, each LMSi LMS starts to serve the user request by collecting 

the desired segments of the requested movie file. Then, it reassembles these streams. 
Finally, it sends these streams to the requested user within the TRMj time. 
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4.  R-Net Model For A Simple Mod Architecture 

 
To illustrate the dynamic behavior of the MOD system shown in Fig. 3, we have 

used the R-net modeling technique. The R-net technique has the capability of describing 
the interaction between the real-time processes that are required for multimedia 
presentation. By incorporating such R-net aspects into the developed model, we can 
easily build an R-net multimedia model has with ability to capture the time 
dependencies of multimedia data presentation, indicate the sequential and parallel 
multimedia activities, and describe how to store, retrieve, schedule, and communicate 
multimedia data. To illustrate the mechanism of constructing an R-net model for the 
complicated MOD architecture shown in Fig. 3, we have developed two models. The 
first R-net model describes the dynamic behavior of the MOD architecture in a simple 
way. The second R-net model describes the dynamic behavior of an exact MOD 
architecture. In this section, we discuss the simple R-net MOD model. In the next 
section, we discuss the exact R-net MOD model. 
 
           Based on the following concept, we have developed a simple R-net model for the 
MOD architecture shown in Fig. 3. In this model, a user UDEj  UDE sends a 
multimedia request to the main server of LMSi  LMS. This LMSi  LMS has three 
disk servers DSx, DSy, and DSz DS with their storage disks SDk1, SDk2, and SDk3 SD 
and their local buffers BF1, BF2, and BF3 BF, respectively. The requested movie file 
has been stored in the storage disks SDk1, SDk2, and SDk3 SD, as explained in Section 
3. 3. 1. The disk server DSx DS handles the main part of the requested movie file. The 
disk server DSx DS sends control signals to the disk servers DSy DS and DSz DS 
to retrieve the remaining parts of the requested movie file. For better understanding, we 
have used the modular approach to develop such R-net model. Thus, the developed R-
net MOD model consists of the following sub-models.  
 
4.1. Sub-model of the receiving mechanism of the main server 

The R-net model shown in Fig. 4 describes how the following processes can be 
implemented. The main server of LMSi LMS receives the user request through the 
ATM switching network. The main server of LMSi LMS uses its map allocation to 
determine the disk servers and their storage disks that contain the required segments of 
the requested movie file. The main server communicates with its disk servers DSx, DSy, 
and DSz DS. The disk servers DSx, DSy, and DSz DS communicate with their storage 
disks SDk1, SDk2, and SDk3 SD, respectively. Based on these communication processes, 
the main server performs a comparison process on the queue status of the disk servers 
SDk1, SDk2, and SDk3 SD. As a comparison result, the main server selects the disk 
server and its storage disk that has a fewer queues to handle the user requests. 
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Fig. 3.  MOD architecture . 
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Fig. 4. R-net model of the main server of LMSi LMS. 

 
 
4.2. Sub-model of executing the EDF scheduling algorithm by the disk server      

DSx DS 
From the user requests waiting to be served, the EDF algorithm selects the one with 

the earliest deadline time and serves it. If various requests have the same deadline time, 
they are served on FIFO policy. As pointed out, the main server of LMSi LMS receives 
the accepted user requests from its network controller. Then, the main server divides 
each user request into multiple segments (i.e. n-segments) and sends the segment 
requests (SR: SR1, SR2,…, SRn) with their deadline times (TRS: TRS1, TRS2, …, TRSn) 
to all its disk servers (DS: DS1, DS2, …, DSm) concurrently. Subsequently, each disk 
server DSx DS accesses its storage disk to retrieve the requested segment(s). To 
understand the schedule policy of the EDF algorithm, we use the following example. 
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Example.  Let us assume that there is a queue of unsorted segment requests at the disk 
server DSx DS of LMSi LMS.  Such requests are SR1, SR2, SR3, SR4, and SR5 with 
their deadline times TRS: TRS1 = 700, TRS2 = 800, TRS3 = 600, TRS4 = 500, and TRS5 = 
500, respectively. The disk server DSx DS uses the EDF algorithm to perform the 
following steps before serving any of them. 
 
Step 1. The disk server DSx DS starts to arrange the unsorted segment requests in 

ascending order according to their deadline times. In this example, the DSx DS 
uses the EDF policy to schedule the segment requests as follows: SR4, SR5, SR3, 
SR1, and SR2. 

 
Step 2. If some of segment requests have equal deadline times, then the EDF algorithm 

uses the FIFO technique to select the one to be served before the others. In this 
example, the EDF uses the FIFO technique to handle the segment requests SR4 
and SR5. 

 

 Step 3. The disk server DSx DS serves the segment requests according to their 
arrangement. In this example, the DSx DS uses the EDF technique to serve the 
segment requests SR3, SR1, and SR2. 

 
The R-net model shown in Fig. 5 describes the dynamic behavior of the disk 

server DSx DS when it applies the steps of the EDF algorithm on the unsorted segment 
requests. 
 
4.3. Sub-model of executing the scan-EDF scheduling algorithm by the disk server 

DSx DS 
This algorithm represents a scan type of disk scheduling algorithm. In the Scan-EDF 

algorithm, each disk server DSx DS of LMSi LMS can handle its queue segment 
requests as follows. 

 
If   the segment requests do not have the same segment deadline times, 
Then  the segment requests can be served according to the EDF scheduling algorithm, 
Else   the segment requests can be served according to their track locations on the disk. 

This service can be done by modifying the deadline time of retrieving segments 
(TRS) through the following equation. 

 
MTRSj = TRSj + (Nj / Nmax –1)          (5) 

where 
TRSj:    Deadline time of retrieving a segment request SRj, 
Nj :       Track position of the data of a segment request SRj, 
Nmax :     Maximum track number on the disk, 
MTRSj : Modified deadline time of retrieving a segment request SRj. 
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Fig. 5. R-net model of the EDF disk scheduling algorithm. 

 
 
Example.  Suppose the segment requests SR1, SR2, SR3, and SR4 have deadline times 
TRS: TRS1 = 500, TRS2 = 500, TRS3 = 500, and TRS4 = 600, respectively. They ask for 
data from tracks 347, 113, 851, and 256, respectively. Based on equation 5, if Nmax = 
1000, the modified deadline times of SR1, SR2, SR3, and SR4, become MTRS1 = 
499.347, MTRS2 = 499.113, MTRS3 = 499.851, and MTRS4 = 599.256, respectively. 
When these requests are served by their modified deadline times, segment requests SR1, 
SR2, and SR3, are served in the Scan order of SR2, SR1 and SR3; SR4 is served later.  
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The R-net model shown in Fig. 6 describes the dynamic behavior of the disk 
server DSx DS when it performs the steps of the Scan-EDF algorithm on the unsorted 
segment requests. 
 

 
Fig. 6. R-net model representing Scan-EDF scheduling algorithm. 

 
 
4.4.  Sub-model of the retrieving mechanism of the disk server DSx DS 

The R-net model shown in Fig. 7 illustrates the sequential and parallel retrieving 
processes of the requested movie files from the disk array architecture. Also, it illustrates 
how the retrieving operation of the requested movie file can be performed within the 
specified deadline time. In fact, this model describes how the following processes can be 
implemented. Let us assume the LMSi  LMS has three disk servers DSx, DSy, and DSz 
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DS with their storage disks SDk1, SDk2, and SDk3 SD and their local buffers BF1, BF2, 
and BF3 BF, respectively. The disk server DSx DS has a fewer queues into its storage 
disk SDk1.  Thus, the main server chooses the disk server DSx DS to handle the user 
request. Then, the main server allows the disk server DSx DS to retrieve the segments 
of the requested movie file from its storage disk SDk1 SD and store the retrieved 
segments into its local buffer BF1 BF. In parallel, the disk server DSx DS sends 
control signals to disk servers DSy, and DSz DS to retrieve the remaining parts of the 
desired segments from their storage disks SDk2, and SDk3 SD and to store them into 
their buffers BF2, and BF3 BF. Then, the disk server DSx DS collects and stores all the 
desired segments into its buffer BF1 BF. Finally, the main server composes the 
segments of the requested movie file into streams. 
  
4.5. Sub-model of the sending mechanism of the main server of LMSi LMS 

The R-net model shown in Fig. 8 describes how the following processes can be 
implemented. The main server sends the composed streams to the requested UDEj 

UDE through the ATM switching network. The UDEj UDE sends +ACK message or 
–ACK message to the main server of LMSi  LMS. The requested user UDEj UDE 
receives and displays the composed streams of the requested movie file. 
 

From the above-mentioned sub-models, it is interesting to note the following. 
Figs. 4, 5, 7, and 8 describe the R-net MOD model when it executes the EDF disk 
scheduling algorithm. Figs. 4, 6, 7, and 8 describe the R-net MOD model when it 
executes the Scan-EDF disk scheduling algorithm. 
 
 

5.   R-Net Model For An Exact Mod Architecture 
 

The R-net MOD model shown in Figs. 4, 5 (or 6), 7, and 8 illustrates the different 
multimedia processes that can occur when a user UDEj UDE accesses a disk server 
DSx DS of LMSi LMS. We have developed this model in a simple and an easy way 
by using a modular technique to facilitate understanding how the exact R-net MOD 
model can be constructed. Thus, the R-net MOD model shown in Fig. 9 illustrates the 
retrieving, scheduling, synchronization, sequential, concurrent, and communication 
multimedia processes that can occur between multiple users and multiple LMSs. In each 
LMSi LMS, there are three disk servers DSx, DSy, and DSz DS work concurrently to 
satisfy the requested movie files. In other words, these disk servers can work 
concurrently to retrieve the segments of three requested movie file at the same time. 
Based on a modular technique, we have constructed the R-net MOD model shown in 
Fig. 9. Throughout four sub-models incorporated in this model, we describe the 
following interesting multimedia processes that can occur when multiple users access the 
distributed MOD system of Fig. 3. 
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Fig.7. R-net model for describing retrieving processes of the desired segments of the requested movie file 
from the disk servers of LMSi  LMS: DSx, DSy, and DSz DS. 

 
Fig. 8. R-net model for describing the communication processes between LMSi  LMS and UDEj UDE . 
 
 
 Sub-model-I describes the transmission processes of the requested movie files 
from multiple users to multiple LMSs through the ATM switching network. This sub-
model starts from p1 and t1 to t9 and p18. The meanings of places and transitions of this 
sub-model are the same as those of Fig. 4. In this sub-model, we use the token properties 
of the Petri net technique to represent the access processes of multiple users to the MOD 
system. This description can be done by changing: (i) the number of tokens shown in 
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place p1 to become proportional with the number of users, and (ii) the number of tokens 
shown in place p7 to become proportional with the number of LMSs. 
 
 Sub-model-II describes the sequential and parallel operations of disk servers DSx, 
DSy, and DSz DS when they execute the Scan-EDF disk scheduling algorithm on the 
user requests. The following parts describe the dynamic behavior of this model. 
 

 Part-IIA describes the dynamic behavior of the disk server DSx DS when it 
executes the Scan-EDF algorithm. This part starts from p19 to p25. The meanings 
of the places and transitions of DSx DS model are the same as those of Fig. 6. 

 
 Part-IIB describes the dynamic behavior of the disk server DSy DS when it 
executes the Scan-EDF algorithm. This part starts from p33 to p39. The meanings 
of the places and transitions of the DSy DS model are the same as those of Fig. 
6. 

 
 Part-IIC describes the dynamic behavior of the disk server DSz DS when it 
executes the Scan-EDF algorithm. This part starts from p47 to p53. The meanings 
of the places and transitions of DSz DS model are the same as those of Fig. 6. 

 
 Sub-model-III describes the dynamic behavior of the disk servers DSx, DSy, and 
DSz DS when they retrieve the required segments from the storage disks SDk1, SDk2, 
and SDk3 SD, respectively. Also, it illustrates the sequential and parallel processes of 
these disks when they communicate with each other. The following parts describe the 
dynamic behavior of this sub-model.   
 

 Part-IIIA describes the dynamic behavior of the disk server DSx DS when it 
retrieves the main part of the requested segments from its storage disk SDk1 SD 
and sends control signals to the disk servers DSy, and DSz DS to retrieve the 
remaining parts of the requested segments from their storage disks SDk2, and SDk3 

SD, respectively. The model of the disk server DSx DS starts from p26 to p32. 
The meanings of the places and transitions of the DSx DS sub-model are the 
same as those of Fig. 7. 

 
 Part-IIIB describes the dynamic behavior of the disk server DSy DS when it 
retrieves the main part of the requested segments from its storage disk SDk2 SD 
and sends control signals to the disk servers DSx, and DSz DS to retrieve the 
remaining parts of the requested segments from their storage disks SDk1, and SDk3 

SD, respectively. The model of the disk server DSx DS starts from p40 to p46. 
The meanings of the places and transitions of the DSy DS sub-model are the 
same as those of Fig. 7. 
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 Part-IIIC describes the dynamic behavior of the disk server DSz DS when it 
retrieves the main part of the requested segments from its storage disk SDk3 SD 
and sends control signals to the disk servers DSx, and DSy DS to retrieve the 
remaining parts of the requested segments from their storage disks SDk1, and SDk2 

SD, respectively. The model of the disk server DSx DS starts from p54 to p60. 
The meanings of the places and transitions of the DSz DS sub-model are the 
same as those of Fig. 7. 

 
Sub-model-V describes the transmission processes of the composed streams of the 

requested movie file from the main server of LMSi  LMS to the requested UDEj UDE 
through the ATM switching network. The meanings of the places and transitions of this 
sub-model are the same as those of Fig. 8. 

 
 

6.  Performance Evaluation 
 

In this section, we study and analyze the important performance measures that 
can be calculated from the following R-net MOD models.  
 

 From the sub-models shown in Figs. 4, 5, 7, and 8, we construct a simple R-net 
MOD model adopts the EDF disk scheduling algorithm. We call it a model-A. 

 From the sub-models shown in Figs. 4, 6, 7, and 8, we construct a simple R-net 
MOD model adopts the Scan-EDF disk scheduling algorithm. We call it a model-B. 

 The R-net MOD model shown in Fig. 9 is called a model-C. This model adopts the 
Scan-EDF disk scheduling algorithm. 

 
Based on the solution steps of the R-net technique (explained in Section 2) and 

the solving processes of our R-NET package [28], the required performance measures 
can be calculated. To obtain realistic performance results, we have associated the R-net 
transitions with real-times obtained from the benchmark data sets of actual multimedia 
systems [2,6,7,16,30]. To save space, we have omitted these times. 
 
6.1. Performance measures 
 
I. Quality of service (QoS) 

The QoS is the most important performance measure for the multimedia systems 
[14,15]. The QoS can be defined through the following aspects. 
 

 The interruption probability: the probability that the requested movie file is not 
available. To incorporate such aspect in the developed R-net MOD models, we have 
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added a transition tinterruption to the first R-net sub-models shown in Figs. 4, and 9. 
Fig. 10 illustrates this modification.  

 
 The data loss probability: the probability of occurrence the buffer overflow problem. 
In our models, we assume that each disk server in the LMSi LMS has a finite 
buffer size. Thus, it is possible to overflow any buffer. To incorporate such aspect in 
the developed R-net MOD models, we have modified the disk server sub-models 
shown in Figs. 7 and 9 as shown in Figs. 11   and 12, respectively. The disk server 
DSx DS sub-model shown in Fig. 7 is modified in Fig. 11. In this modification, we 
add a transition toverflow to a place p32 and inhibitor arc to a transition t18 from a place 
p27. Similarly, the sub-models of the disk servers DSx,  DSy, and DSz  DS shown in 
Fig. 9 are modified in Fig. 12.  

 According to the R-net technique (explained in Section 2), the interruption 
probability (or the data loss probability) associated with the transition tinterruption (or 
the transition toverflow) is determined dynamically in each state this transition has the 
ability to fire. For more detail, see examples 1 and 2. In fact, such dynamically 
behavior is the main advantage of using the R-net technique. 

 
 The request response time (RRT): the user has to receive his requested movie file 
before the deadline time of this request. The concept of the RRT is explained 
mathematically through the TRMj time shown in equation 4. We have already 
incorporated this concept in the developed R-net MOD models, as explained in 
Sections 4 and 5. Also, we have attached the required deadline times with the 
transitions of these models. 

 
By incorporating the interruption probability and the data loss probability in the 

R-net MOD models, we can easily calculate the RRT and QoS performance measures in 
accurate way. To calculate the RRT performance measure, we run the R-net model. 
Then, we derive the Markov processes and calculate the steady state probabilities of this 
model. Finally, the RRT can be calculated as follows. 

RRT = ASJ1 / 1                        (6) 
 
where  
ASJ1   is the average sojourn time of the initial state S1; 

1       is the steady state probability of the initial state S1; 
S1    is the initial state of model-A, model-B, or model-C when a place p1 contains one 

(or more) token(s). 
 
 The Quality of Service the MOD system provides can be evaluated according to 
the following expression. 
 

QoS = Nmr    (RRT  NDs)                    (7) 
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where 
RRT   is the response time of the multimedia requests. 
Nmr    is the number of multimedia requests. 
NDs    is the number of disk servers in the LMSi LMS. 
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Fig. 9.  An Exact r-net MOD  model. 
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p1 : A user submission 
p11: The main server of LMSi LMS downloads the map allocation of the requested movie file. This map 

contains the available movie files. The main server uses this map to determine the group of storage 
disks that contain the required segments of the requested movie file. As pointed out, these storage 
disks are SDk1, SDk2, and SDk3 and their disk servers are DSx, DSy, and DSz, respectively 

t5: The main server checks the status of queues at the storage disks SDk1, SDk2, and SDk3 through their disk 
servers DSx, DSy, and DSz, respectively. 

tinterruption: The main server sends an interruption signal to the requested user. This signal means that the 
requested movie file is not available. Aftertime, the user can send his request. 

Fig. 10.  A modification for the r-net MOD models (model-A, model-B, and model-C) to handle the 
interruption problem. 

 

 
Fig. 11. A modification for the disk server DSx DS submodel shown in Fig. 7 to handle the buffer 

overflow problem. 

p1 p11 
tinterruption 

t5 
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Fig. 12. A modification for the submodels DSy DS ,  DSy DS and DSz DS shown in Fig. 9  to handle 

the buffer overflow problem. 
 
 
 
II. Disk scheduling algorithm time (DSAT) 

DSAT is defined as the time taken by the EDF algorithm or the Scan-EDF 
algorithm to schedule the user requests. From the calculation of DSAT, we can easily 
study the efficiency of the distributed MOD system under the different types of disk 
scheduling algorithms. 
  
●To study the R-net EDF sub-model shown in Fig. 5, the output of place p29 must be 

connected to a transition tconnect (new transition added to the sub-model) and the 
output of transition tconnect to a place p19. Putting one (or more) token(s) in the place 
p19 derives the Markov process of this sub-model. After deriving the Markov 
processes and obtaining the steady state probabilities, the DSAT can be calculated 
as follows. 

 
DSAT of EDF algorithm = ASJ19 / 19         (8) 

 
where 
ASJ19    is the average sojourn time of the state S19; 

19         is the steady state probability of the state S19; 
S19         is the initial state of the R-net EDF sub-model when p19 contains one token. 
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●To study the R-net Scan-EDF sub-model shown in Fig. 6, the output of place p26 
must be connected to a transition tconnect (new transition added to the sub-model) and 
the output of transition tconnect to a place p19. Based on equation 8, the DSAT of 
Scan-EDF can be calculated. 

  
 ●To study the R-net Scan-EDF sub-model shown in Fig. 9, we remove it from the 

complete model. Then, the output of places p26, p40, and p54 must be connected to a 
transition tconnect and the output of transition tconnect to a place p18. Based on equation 
8, the DSAT of this model can be calculated. 

 
 
III. Actual retrieval time (ART) 

ART is defined as the time taken by the main server of LMSi LMS to collect the 
data of the desired movie file from the storage disk array of LMSi LMS.  
 

 To study the R-net retrieval sub-model shown in Fig. 7, the output of transition t23 
must be connected to a place p26. After deriving the Markov processes and obtaining 
the steady state probabilities, the ART can be calculated as follows. 

 
ART = ASJ26 / 26                                                      (9) 

 
where 
 ASJ26     is the average sojourn time of the state S73. 
 26       is the steady state probability of the state S73. 
 S26     is the initial state of the R-net retrieval sub-model when a place p26 

contains one (or more) token(s). 
 To study the R-net retrieval sub-model shown in the complete R-net model of Fig. 9, 
we remove it from this model. Then, the output of transitions t23, t37, and t51 must be 
connected to a place pconnect and the output of this place to a transition tconnect. The 
output of tconnect must be connected to the places p26, p40, and p54. In this case, the 
initial token(s) of this sub-model starts from a place pconnect. After deriving the 
Markov processes and obtaining the steady state probabilities, the ART can be 
calculated as follows. 

 
ART = ASJconnect /  connect       (10) 

 
where 
 ASJ connect     is the average sojourn time of the state S connect. 
 connect        is the steady state probability of the state S connect. 
 S connect     is the initial state of the R-net retrieval sub-model when place pconnect 

contains one (or more) token(s). 
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6.2. Performance analysis 

By using the R-NET package [28], the results of the performance measures such 
as Quality of Service (QoS), Request Response Time (RRT), Disk Scheduling Algorithm 
Time (DSAT), and Actual Retrieval Time (ART) can be calculated. In the following, we 
study and analyze the results of these performance measures.  
 
 Table 1. illustrates the DSAT performance results obtained from the EDF sub-
model shown in Fig. 5 and the Scan-EDF sub-model shown in Fig. 6. From these results, 
we observe that the Scan-EDF algorithm gives 17% - 23% improvement compared to the 
EDF algorithm. Thus, we can conclude that the Scan-EDF algorithm performs better 
than the EDF algorithm. This conclusion is agreed with that obtained by a simulation 
method shown in [16]. Furthermore, the simulation results of the disk scheduling 
algorithms presented in [16] have been obtained in a few hundred milliseconds like our 
performance results. For example, in [16], the simulation result of the Scan-EDF 
algorithm for 6 multimedia requests is approximately 800 msec. Thus, the proposed 
modeling technique introduces an easy way to verify from the dynamic behavior and the 
execution time of a new disk scheduling algorithm.   
 
Tab.1.  The results of the DSAT performance measure (msec) 

Nmr EDF-submodel 
(shown in Figure 4) 

(submodel-II in model-A) 

Scan-EDF-submodel 
(shown in Figure 5) 

(submodel-II in model-B) 
1 180.608 137.908 
2 329.395 266.397 
3 478.584 394.509 
4 628.456 519.481 
5 775.064 641.564 
6 914.192 767.918 

 
 Table 2. illustrates that the ART performance results obtained from the retrieval 
sub-model shown in Fig. 9 are better than those of Fig. 7 due to the following reason. 
The simple retrieval sub-model shown in Fig. 7 describes the dynamic behavior of the 
disk server DSx DS when it retrieves the requested movie file. Such disk server 
performs the retrieval processes of the requested movie files in a sequential manner. In 
contrast, the realistic retrieval sub-model shown in Fig. 9 describes the dynamic behavior 
of the three disk servers DSx, DSy, and DSz DS when they work together in a parallel 
manner to retrieve the requested movie files. The effect of these parallel retrieval 
processes especially appears when the number of requests is three.  
 
 Table 2. also confirms that when both sub-models of Figs. 7 and 9 receive one 
user request, the retrieval time obtained from a sub-model shown in Fig. 9 is slightly 
higher than that of Fig. 6. This difference is due to the decision time taken by the main 
server of LMSi LMS to decide which disk server will retrieve the requested movie file. 
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From Table-2, we also remark that the retrieval time of four, five, or six requests is 
greater than that of three requests. This difference is due to the waiting time spent in the 
buffer of the main server of LMSi LMS until one of the three disk servers DSx, DSy, 
and DSz DS become free. As a conclusion, the number of disk servers in each LMSi 

LMS should be a large enough to handle a large number of user requests. Furthermore, 
such disk servers should work together in a parallel manner to handle the user requests. 
This conclusion is agreed with that obtained by a simulation method [6,7,10,12,32]. 
 
 Tab. 2.  The results of the ART performance measure (msec) 

Nmr Retrieval-submodel 
(shown in Figure 6) 

(submodel-III in model A or B) 

Retrieval-submodel 
(shown in Figure 8) 

(submodel-III in model-C) 
1 315.675 329.187 
2 609.787 341.551 
3 903.037 348.162 
4 1189.111 424.637 
5 1468.551 501.112 
6 1757.775 574.425 

 
 

Table 3 illustrates the RRT and QoS performance results offered by the R-net 
MOD models for various workloads (multimedia requests). From these results, we can 
observe the following interesting points. 
 
 The request response time decreases as the number of disks used for retrieving 
the movie file is increased. The RRT performance results obtained from a model-C and a 
model-A (or a model-B) clarify this point. This result is due to a model-C performs its 
multimedia service processes in a parallel manner but a model-A (or a model-B) 
performs its multimedia service processes in a sequential manner.  This conclusion can 
be very useful in making decisions for investment in a new MOD system. 
 
Tab. 3.  The results of the RRT and QoS performance measures 

Nmr Model-A 
RRT (sec.) 

(EDF) 
QoS % 
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) ) 
(Scan-EDF) 

QoS 
% 
1 1.328 75.25 1.098 91.07 1.145 29.112 
2 2.422 82.57 2.121 94.29 1.188 56.116 
3 3.519 85.24 3.141 95.51 1.211 82.576 
4 4.621 86.55 4.135 96.69 1.477 90.213 
5 5.699 87.71 5.108 97.88 1.743 95.611 
6 6.722 89.25 6.114 98.12 1.998 100.000 

 
 

The type of disk scheduling algorithm that can be used in the MOD system 
effects on the RRT performance results. The RRT performance results obtained from 
model-A and model-B clarify this point. It is interesting to note that a model-A 
incorporates an EDF algorithm but a model-B incorporates a Scan-EDF algorithm. 
Therefore, the RRT performance results obtained from a model-A are better than those 
of a model-B.  
 
 The request response time increases a very few msec when the number of users is 
increased. The RRT performance results obtained from a model-C clarify this point. 
Thus the delay a user experiences in viewing a movie is not affected too much by the 
number of users in the system. 
 
 The QoS of the MOD system increases as the number of multimedia requests 
increases. Furthermore, the QoS results provide insight on the max workload 
(multimedia requests) the MOD system is able to support. For example, the QoS of a 
model-C is 100% when the number of request is six. In other words, the max workload 
for a model-C is six requests. Thus, from the QoS performance results, we can decide the 
optimal number of multimedia requests that prevents the performance degradation of the 
MOD system. 

 
 Finally, we have compared the RRT results with those obtained by a simulation 
method [7, 12]. For example, when six users access the MOD system (model-C) at the 
same time, RRT = 1.998 sec. This result is close to that obtained by a simulation 
method, where RRT = 2.135 sec. This comparison gives us greater confidence that the 
performance results obtained from the developed R-net MOD models are realistic. 
Furthermore, the R-net MOD models have been developed in an accurate way. 

 
 

7.  Conclusions 
 

We have studied and analyzed the architecture of the MOD service system. To 
illustrate the dynamic behavior of the real MOD system, we have built three R-net 
performance models. The first model adopts the EDF disk scheduling algorithm. The 
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second model adopts the Scan-EDF algorithm. These two models describe the dynamic 
behavior of one disk server when it performs the multimedia service processes. These 
models have been built in a simple way for explaining how the proposed R-net modeling 
technique can be used to model the dynamic behavior of real multimedia systems. In 
contrast, the third model describes the dynamic behavior of three disk servers when they 
work together in a parallel manner to perform the exact multimedia service processes. 
This realistic model can be extended to describe the real dynamic behavior of n disk 
servers. 
 
  In the developed R-net MOD models, we have concentrated our attention on 
studying and analyzing the following interesting multimedia problems. 
 

 The storage problem has been studied through representing the mechanism of 
distributing the movie files across multiple disks to achieve data retrieval 
parallelism. 

 The scheduling problem of the user requests has been studied through 
representing the EDF and Scan-EDF real-time disk scheduling algorithms. We 
have used this representation to analyze the effect of scheduling algorithms on 
the quality of service of the MOD system. 

 The concurrent access problem has been studied through representing the 
mechanism of allowing multiple users to concurrently access the stored movie 
files. 

 The data retrieval problem has been studied through representing the parallel 
mechanisms of retrieving the movie files from the desired disk array. 

 The communication problem has been studied through representing the 
communication processes between the user and MOD service system. 

 
 To facilitate the analysis of the R-net models of the MOD service system, we 
have constructed them based on a modular technique. This modular technique provide an 
easy way to calculate the following performance measures: the quality of service, the 
request response time, the disk scheduling algorithm time, and the actual retrieval time. 
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 دراسة الأنظمة المتعددة الأوساط
 

 سمير محمود كوريم
 ة الأزهرجامعكلية الهندسة ،  ،الحاسب نظم وهندسة قسم 

 القاهرة،  مصر 
 

 م)١١/١٢/٢٠٠٤م؛ وقبل للنشر في ٣/١٢/٢٠٠٣(قدّم للنشر في 
 

نصوص وصور مرئية  يتم خلال الانظمة االمتعددة الاوساط تناول بيانات تحتوي علي ملخص البحث.
و صوتية، هذة البيانات هي التي تمثل المعلومات التي نشاهدها في الأفلام و البرامج التليفزيونية. هناك 
مشكلة يتم بحثها من قبل العلماء وهي عملية تزامن الصورة مع الصوت وكذا عملية تطوير، نمذجة 

و تحليل نظام حقيقي للملتي مديا وذلك  وتحليل هذه الانظمة المعقدة. ولذا في هذا البحث تم دراسة
نت" . هذا النموذج سوف يساعد  -عن طريق عمل نموذج مبسط باستخدام تكنيك يعرف بـ "ار

الباحثين علي فهم كيفية عمل نموذج للانظمة المتعددة الاوساط ، ثم تم تنفيذ نموذج كامل حقيقي يمثل 
الات بين الكيانات المختلفة التي تمثل الانظمة السلوك الديناميكي في الوقت الحقيقي لحدوث الاتص

االمتعددة الاوساط. وبعد دراسة وتحليل هذه النماذج، فلقد تم عقد مقارنة لهذه النماذج ومن ثم تم 
استخلاص النتائج اللازمة لهذه الدراسة. ومن وجهة نظرنا هذه النتائج يمكن أن تفيد في معرفة كيفية 

  عددة الاوساط.نمذجة وتحليل الانظمة االمت
 




